


PROJECT
Polymorphism Records was born in 2019 following the desire to bring together diverse 
musical influences and sound cultures. As a record label based in London and Madrid, 
we aim to work with artists from all over the Earth, with no specific genres or artistic 
expressions when experimenting and creating music. 

Through this project we actively seek to contribute towards social and environmental 
causes. In alignment with our philosophy, we choose materials and means of produc-
tion that respect the environment as much as possible, and donate our digital sales to 
non-profit organisations. 

https://www.polymorphismrecords.com



RELEASES
Vinyls & Digital

The first series released by Polymorphism Records are 4 EPs under a shared artwork concept. 

Sound - Ep, four to eight tracks. Tracks include: original tracks by one artist and remixes/reworks 
by other artists, as diverse as possible to encourage intercultural exchange and representation. 

Artwork - The image used as background for the cover design is chosen by the producer of the 
original tracks of the release. The rest of the composition is inspired by the sound of each original 
track, represented by abstract shapes within the artwork.



RELEASES

PM003 (2022) - E Source
Sestrica (Russia)
Remixes/rework:
Konx-Om-Pax (Scotland)
Antwood (Canada)

PM002 (2020) - Archaic Idol
Antechamber (United Kingdom)
Remixes:
Lemna (Japan)
Lakker (Ireland)

PM001  (2019) -  Leafy Plains of  Incoherence 
Between Shadows Until Dawn
Alcarcia (Spain)
Remixes:
Hector Mad (Spain)
Solarmental (Georgia)
Neri J (Denmark)
JLTZ (Italy)

Between 100 and 300 limited copies of 12’’ vinyls are available for sale, 
varying from release to release. 

PM001 is a two vinyl release: original tracks in classic black, remixes in 
translucent red. PM002 comes in an opaque Ochre vinyl, and PM003 in 
a metallic grey/light opaque silver shade.

Melting Pot Records (Madrid) is our main distributor. Copies can also be 
found through Envelope Structure (ES), KHVinylStore (ES), Juno (UK), 
Deejay (DE), hhv (DE), TkpVinylShop (IT), Toolbox (FR) or Nawal (MX)... 
among others.



We are currently working on designing and making other products that 
we believe would support our message and intention of using materials 
and ways of production that are less harmful towards the environment. 

Polymorphism Records is committed to produce as locally and sensibly 
as possible. A garment that usually lives long in your wardrobe, a 100% 
organic cotton T-shirt printed with water-based ink will be available soon.

OTHER PRODUCTS 
AND PROJECTS

Merchandise



Showcase001
OTHER PRODUCTS AND PROJECTS

Polymorphism Records first showcase event took place at Prisma in 
Seville. Amazed by their sound system and sound quality, we felt we 
should bring artists from our very first reference, Alcarcia, Hector Mad 
and Neri J. The team of more than 30 members running Prisma support 
the project in a non-hierarchical and democratic mindset.

The layout of the venue and atmosphere reflecting the team’s ideology 
made it a great place for Dr. Gonzo and Elias the Prophet from Melting Pot 
Records who completed the line-up to make it a memorable night with a 
crowd totally dedicated to listeninig and dancing!



All tracks are available to download for free on our website in high quality mp3 files.

Listen, get to know and contact us: polymorphismrecords@gmail.com

https://djmag.es/nace-el-sello-discografico-polymorphism-records/

https://www.6amgroup.com/premiere-antechambers-vinyl-release-serves-up-glacial-techno/

http://industrialcomplexx.com/antechamber-archaic-idol-polymorphism/

https://coldexperiment.com/news/sestrica-e-source/

DIGITAL DISTRIBUTION AND PRESS

www.polymorphismrecords.com

Bandcamp

SoundCloud 

Facebook

Instagram 

https://polymorphism.bandcamp.com/
https://soundcloud.com/polymorphism_records
https://www.facebook.com/polymorphismrecords/
https://www.instagram.com/polymorphism_recs/

